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Dialysis While You Sleep – An Alternative Therapy
There are more than 26 million Americans who suffer from chronic kidney disease (CKD), 350,000 need
dialysis. Of those, 93 percent received hemodialysis (HD) at the end of 2007, and the remaining 7 percent
were treated with peritoneal dialysis (PD) at home. In addition, there were about 3,000 patients using
home hemodialysis (HHD) – that’s less than one percent of the patient population in the US.(1) There are
a few HHD machines available. The majority of the HHD patients use the NxStage System One, a
portable home dialysis machine.
During the clinical trial for the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance of the NxStage System
One, patients underwent HHD six times per week and afterwards this regimen was continued after
clearance. As investigators during the trial, we saw the unbelievable transformation of a group of highly
motivated patients, whose desire to live a more independent life with HHD greatly changed our view of
the best therapy and the achievable goals for patients on dialysis. This very special group of patients that
depended on dialysis reconfirmed for us that a full life was not only desirable, but achievable.
After about 12-18 months of successful daily home therapy, patients began to ask a somewhat
unexpected question: “Can I do the treatments at night? I don’t have time for this during the day anymore.
I can do things and I want time to do them!”
The question itself was so important that we reminded ourselves of the first principle taught in medical
schools worldwide when trying to make a diagnosis: “Listen to the patient!” Our patients had experienced
such a boost in wellbeing that performing HD during the day had become a burden to their ability of living
the fully functioning life they had been seeking. The question demanded serious consideration of the
potential risk associated with an invasive therapy administered while sleeping. And yet, could one deny
such an alternative due to potential risks when nightly treatments had been successfully done worldwide
in a variety of other settings?(2-7) Needless to say this question led us to offering an alternative nightly
treatment.
In our centers, a typical patient on nocturnal dialysis runs 7–8 hours with a blood flow of 200–300 ml ⁄
minute and a dialysate flow of 60-100 ml⁄minute. This happened five to six nights per week depending on
the sleep pattern and individual preferences/needs of the patient. Patients and clinical studies have

reported great improvement in patients’ well-being and ability to function. Patients report less fatigue and
fewer uremic symptoms, including fewer or no episodes of headaches, nausea, vomiting, and
hypotension (low blood pressure) during and immediately after the dialysis treatment. Patients experience
less social stress as they very often return to full-time employment. Nocturnal HD improves Quality of Life
measures consistently(8) and was also found to improve cognitive ability(9) and to correct sleep
apnea.(10) Serum phosphate level is most consistently controlled among patients who change to
nocturnal HD allowing them to have fewer dietary restrictions, and no need for phosphate binders in most
patients.(3-5, 7, 11) Nocturnal HD also provides better blood pressure control with reduction of blood
pressure medications, as well as positive effects on the size of the heart.(12)
Who then should be offered nocturnal home HD? The primary issues that influence this decision are
comfort of the patient and partner with the equipment, self-cannulation (accessing the bloodstream with a
needle), the fear of not being able to sleep while on dialysis, and of dialysis circuit disconnecting during
sleep. Most patients tend to start with short daily HD at home but often are willing or even ask to switch to
nightly once they have successfully and safely performed short daily HD for some time at home.
One of the main issues concerns the needling of access and the securing of needles while sleeping. It is
very important to tape the fistula or graft needles securely in place using a technique called the chevron
method, as well as to use enuresis pads (pads that absorb fluid), which alarm if a fluid/blood leak due to a
disconnect occurs. Blood lines are safely secured with netting and taping.
Catheters with locking boxes to prevent disconnect have also been used successfully for vascular
access, although the boxes are not available everywhere. There is a great effort to make sure it is safe for
the patient to dialyze while sleeping. Anticoagulation (temporarily stopping blood from clotting) with a
heparin pump is required in most patients due to the long treatment time to prevent clotting of the system.
This is another aspect that is included in the training.
Patients report nervousness about sleeping initially, which subsides after a few treatments for most
patients, resulting in improved sleep quality. There is evidence that longer dialysis treatments are better in
terms of health, in addition to the increased flexibility provided by night time dialysis. A motivated patient,
the medical judgment by the nephrologist and care team, and the ability to train for the“specific night
dialysis procedures”(securing needles and blood lines appropriately, heparin pump) are the basis to
decide if this option will be right for a particular patient.
It is the positive experience of nocturnal dialysis by many patients which has guided us toward this
alternative schedule. The opportunity of undergoing HHD at night, when it is least disruptive in the daily
life, has helped many patients lead the life they were hoping for, despite the burden of CKD. This is not to
say that nocturnal dialysis is not burdensome, but for many patients it is a far lesser burden than the
alternatives.

In our centers, nocturnal dialysis is an option once the patient has experienced living with dialysis at
home and demonstrated they can - and do – follow the rules set up by their nephrologist and care team.
Switching to nocturnal HHD has occurred as early as three months after being on HHD therapy, but on
average after 6-18 months on short daily HD.
It should be remembered that the initial HHD therapy back in the 1960s was a long slow therapy of 8-10
hour duration. Nightly HHD provides the opportunity to receive slow and long treatments that can clear
the body of uremic toxins and fluid in a more gentle approach with the least interference to daily life.
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Editor’s Note: There are currently no systems specifically indicated for nocturnal hemodialysis. NxStage
is currently undergoing an FDA IDE Clinical Trial for this specific indication, and Satellite
Healthcare/WellBound is participating as one of the study sites. For more information, go to
ClinicalTrials.gov and search NxStage.

This article originally appeared in the November 2009 issue of At Home with
AAKP.
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